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Dangerous Crossroads: A World War III Scenario at the Height of the Corona Crisis

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, March 02, 2022

Unprecedented in World history, this diabolical project affecting more than 7 billion people
Worldwide was implemented simultaneously and concurrently in the course of the last two
years with the planning and strategic deployment of US, NATO and military allied forces
against Russia and China.

Pfizer  Withdraws  EUA  Application  for  COVID  Shot  in  India  After  Regulator  Asks  for
Independent  Safety  Study

By Rishma Parpia, March 02, 2022

Pfizer  was  the  first  pharmaceutical  company  to  apply  for  an  EUA  to  distribute  a  COVID
biologic in India in 2021. However, India’s regulatory agency approved two other COVID
vaccines  that  are  more  cost  effective:  AstraZeneca/Oxford  University’s  experimental
AZD1222 vaccine and the locally-manufactured BBV152 (“Covaxin”)  vaccine by  Bharat
Biotech.

The Pandemic Has Proven Democracy Is an Illusion

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, March 02, 2022

As Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau pulled out all the stops to quash the trucker
protest against vaccine mandates, without ever having actually listened to their complaints,
a truth emerged, clear as day. Democracy has been an illusion.

Ukraine and the Broader Context of US-NATO Led Wars
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By Gavin OReilly, March 02, 2022

Since early last Thursday, in what has seemingly finally brought an end to the two-year long
COVID-19  corporate  media  narrative,  a  Russian  military  intervention  in  neighbouring
Ukraine, launched in response to almost nine years of NATO provocations following Kiev
coming under the rule of the successive pro-Western governments.

A No-fly Zone in Ukraine Will Backfire

By Aris Roussinos, March 02, 2022

As the Biden administration’s spokeperson Jen Psaki very sensibly observed last night in her
attempt to persuade journalists to tone down their rhetoric, a No-Fly Zone “would essentially
mean  the  US  military  would  be  shooting  down  planes,  Russian  planes.  That  is  definitely
escalatory.  That  would potentially  put  us in  a  place where we’re in  a  military conflict  with
Russia. That is not something the President wants to do.”

Follow the Money: US Sanctions, Will Russia Be Able to Bypass Western Economic Warfare?

By Pepe Escobar, March 02, 2022

About the possible introduction of a new Russia-China payment system bypassing SWIFT,
and combining the Russian SPFS (System for  Transfer  of  Financial  Messages)  with the
Chinese  CIPS  (Cross-Border  Interbank  Payment  System),  Hudson  has  no  doubts  “the
Russian-China system will be implemented. The Global South will seek to join and at the
same time keep SWIFT – moving their reserves into the new system.”

EU Plans to Send Fighter Jets to Ukraine Fall Apart

By Dave DeCamp, March 02, 2022

The plan announced Monday by EU foreign policy chief Josep Borrel was meant to give
Ukraine old Russian-made MiG-29 and Su-24 fighter jets, which Ukraine’s pilots are already
trained to fly. Poland, Bulgaria, and Slovakia were reportedly lined up to transfer the planes,
but officials from each country denied the plan.

The State of Our Nation: In the U.S. “Things Are Getting Worse, Not Better”

By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, March 02, 2022
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Let me tell you about the state of our nation: things are getting worse, not better. Easily
distracted by wall-to-wall news coverage of the latest crisis and conveniently diverted by
news  cycles  that  change  every  few  days,  Americans  remain  oblivious  to  the  many
governmental abuses that are still wreaking havoc on our freedoms.

International Criminal Justice Bares Its Colonial Fangs

By Robin Philpot, March 02, 2022

The inhuman manner in which the United Nations International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
(ICTR) treats Rwandans who have been acquitted or who have been freed after serving their
sentences obliges us to reexamine totally the body created by the UN Security Council in
late 1994 (it is now known as the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals,
also referred to as the IRMCT or the Mechanism).

Who Gains from a War in Europe? U.S. Targets Supply of Russian Gas to Europe

By Manuel Raposo, March 02, 2022

At this moment, the events in Ukraine are shrouded in the cloud of smoke that characterizes
war propaganda. Official positions, rather than clarifying facts and reporting the progress of
negotiations, aim to crush their opponents’ arguments and convince public opinion to back
one side of the dispute. To understand the role of each of the adversaries, what each of
them wants, and how far they can go, we must explore the origins of what is now an
extreme conflict.
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